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• Training/workshops/conferences

• Asset management

• Hazard elimination program for 
existing roads and streets (HELPERS)

• Local road research

• Road scholar program

• Equipment loan program

INDIANA LTAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our missionWho we serve and what we need to rememberTechnology Transfer is our foundation and our futureAccessible LTAP for today’s workerSmarter LTAP for tomorrows worker/engineer/leader/learnerUtilize our partnerships and relationships to transfer technology directly to the point of needHELPERS 	Hazard Elimination Program for Existing Roads and Streets



• Why public works training 
programs should be a high priority 

• What resources are available
• Understand the difference 

between training and learning
• How to develop a learning plan
• Action items to take with you

OBJECTIVES FOR TODAY



WHAT HAS CHANGED? 
WHY IS TRAINING A PRIORITY TODAY

ADJUSTING TO THE PASSAGE OF TIME, I THINK, IS A KEY TO SUCCESS AND TO LIFE: 
JUST BEING ABLE TO ROLL WITH THE PUNCHES

DOLLY PARTON



CHANGES IN THE 
WORKFORCE 

Are public works departments getting 
grayer or younger?

Where are replacements coming 
from?

• Military
• Manufacturing
• Retail Sales
• College graduates
• Other?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to know more about our audienceOlder workerYounger workerExperienced with equipmentNot comfortable on or around equipmentCDL or no CDL?Where are our employees coming from?



Name That Generation Quiz
1. Born 1946 to 1964?

Baby Boomer Generation
2. Born 1981 to 1997?

Millennial Generation
3. Born before 1928?

Greatest Generation
4. Born 1965 to 1980?

Generation X
5. Born 1928 to 1945?

Silent Generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are hardened by our experiences and enlightened by our learning.Events in our life shape who we are. The events in our generation are different then those of the next generation. Therefore they think differently about a lot of things. Doesn’t make them right or wrong.How can we close the gap in the way we think or approach a problem?Millennial Generation	Born 1981 to 1997Generation X	Born 1965 to 1980Baby Boomer Generation	Born 1946 to 1964Silent Generation	Born 1928 to 1945Greatest Generation	Born before 1928



Generation Facts
1. Do you know what a Xennial 

(Zen E al) is?
Generation born between the 
Generation X and Millennials

2. What is the lost generation?
1880 and 1900

3. Ever heard of Generation Z
Born after 1997

Good News - They just entered our 
workforce…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the lost generation?1880 and 1900and who had lived through World War IThat phrasing was popularized by Ernest Hemingway in The Sun Also Rises, the epigraph for which quotes Stein saying, “You are all a lost generation.”Generation Z, reportedly the largest American generation since the baby boomers, is now approaching driving age. What should this rising group be called in headlines, laments, and, presumably, the soon-to-arrive branding deals?Net Gen (net?), Digital Natives, and the Plurals (short for “Pluralism,” Other names include: iGen, Plurals, Posts, ReGen, and now, Founders from a MTV survey of mostly fourteen year olds, Founders after all, has a rich lineage back to the early industrial era and appears again during the Gilded Age from 1870s to about 1900.



CHANGES IN THE 
WORKFORCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015 Millennials became the largest generation in the U.S. labor forceIn 2016 the represent 56% of the workforce and growingIn 2016 you also see the Post Millennials (Gen Z) entering the workforce with the Greatest Generation all but gone at 3%



DEMAND FOR JOB SKILLS 
AND PREPARATION

Skills needed in the workplace and 
preparation required to fulfill a job 

have changed over time.

• Using technology to substitute for 
manual demands

• Jobs requiring social skills, 
communications or management skills, 
increased 83% from 1980 to 2015

• Jobs requiring higher levels of 
analytical skills, critical thinking and 
computer use, increased 77%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about how public works jobs have changed since you have been employed?Name a few examples of how technology has substituted for manual labor?Equipment/automationAutomated Spreader controlsEmployee management/payroll/time management/Call out softwareService manuals are now on a single tabletSoftware/budget/management/accounting



DEMAND FOR JOB SKILLS 
AND PREPARATION

• We don’t have time to hire someone 
and “show them the ropes”

• Proper training is needed to close that 
gap

• We use new terms like: onboarding, 
skills assessment testing, exit interviews

• Public Works is just now catching up 
with these concepts

• It is difficult to get additional funding for 
training but we must in order to keep up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Onboarding is a new “keyword” you need to know.Getting the employee up to speed quickly and with the correct information.eLearning works great for new employees orientation – 80% of the material can be in this format – 20% with a manager or employeeSkills Assessment Testing is an emerging process that reduces the 



What type of changes have you seen over 
your career in snow fighting?

• Electronic plow and spreader controls

• (AVL systems) (GIS systems)

• Onboard computer control systems, 
ECM, PCM, TIPM

• Anti-icing/pre-wetting

• Weather forecasting/meteorology

• Better understanding of deicing 
chemicals

DEMAND FOR JOB SKILLS 
AND PREPARATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about how public works jobs have changed since you have been employed?New trucks have joysticks – thanks to the Xennials and NintendoGIS/AVL systemsMicrosoft office programs, excel, word, PowerPoint, MS Access, MS Project. How about equipment repair? ECM,PCM,What other software programs do you manage or use?Gap assessment – Training effectiveness – Cannot afford to trainJohn Ryynanen – Don’t waste time on the training you don’t need – Gap assessment



On-Time Training/Learning

We need to enable learning the way it 
REALLY occurs in the workplace

• Fast paced – quick – direct

• No time to wait for the next workshop

• Need access to training 24/7

• We need verification of successful 
completion

DEMAND FOR JOB SKILLS 
AND PREPARATION



TODAY’S CHALLENGING WORK ENVIRONMENT

• People unlock their smartphones 9 times every hour

• Uses 2+ devices a day

• Workers spend 41% of their time on things that do not 
help them get work done

• Most learners will not watch a video longer then 4 
minutes

• Workers are interrupted every 5 minutes – ironically by 
the same work application that were designed to help

WHAT DISTRACTS US



TODAY’S CHALLENGING WORK ENVIRONMENT

The average worker spends 52% of each 
workday on three unnecessary tasks

1. Unnecessary Commuting (13 percent) 

2. Unnecessary Meetings (16 percent) 

3. Unnecessary Emails (23 percent)

WHAT DISTRACTS US

By Geoffrey James Contributing editor, Inc.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Implement company-wide work-from-home.While some jobs (like equipment maintenance) must be performed on-site, most office jobs can be accomplished remotely. Indeed, several studies have shown that remote office workers are much productive than on-site workers, without even counting the time they waste commuting.Of course, implementing company-wide work-from home would mean that management would need to be nimbler. It also means top management must admit to themselves that their brand-new open plan office was a dumb idea. However, smart bosses don't throw good money after bad, so it's time to bite the proverbial bullet on this one.2. Create an efficient-meeting culture.Some of this gets solved simply by implementing work-from-home because remote workers have fewer meetings. Beyond this, there are specific policies that reduce or eliminate unproductive meetings:3. Throttle your email system.Here's are some approaches I've seen over the years:Here's an idea: Customize the company-wide email client so that it's impossible to close any internal email until you've rated its usefulness to you and your job.Track those ratings and it will quickly become clear who's wasting everyone else's time with unnecessary email. Then adjust their compensation accordingly (all the way to $0 when appropriate).



TODAY’S CHALLENGING WORK ENVIRONMENT

• Increased level of service

• Increased expectation of how quickly that service is 
delivered

• Same or less staffing

• Older/newer equipment issues

• Less time/funding available for training/learning

• Less time for changing the culture of 
“The same old thinking = The same old results”

INCREASING DEMAND ON OUR TIME



LEARNING RESOURCES AVAILABLE

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OUT OF AVAILABLE TRAINING



#SHOW4SNOW



National LTAP/TTAP Center 
Programs

Green – University Center

Red – Transportation Center

Blue – D.O.T. Center



Other Learning Resources

• FHWA/LTAP/D.O.T.

• Academic/Research Intuitions

• Professional Associations

• Industry Contractors

• Professional Consultants

• Related Industries

• Military

• Google?

LEARNING RESOURCES 
INDUSTRY/ASSOCIATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formal learningFormal learning is structured, curriculum-driven, and role- or level-based learning that is formulated by an organization. In other words, the organization determines what kind of learning needs to be completed by people during a specific timeframe to develop identified competencies.Formal learning plays a relatively limited but crucial role in building people capabilities in organizations. Formal learning can be delivered in a classroom learning context (physical or virtual), through self-paced, technology-based learning programs (for example, web-based training, webinars, and learning apps), and by providing people with access to online diagnostic and assessment tools such as emotional intelligence and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, among others.According to ASTD's 2011 State of the Industry Report, the average number of formal learning content hours delivered per employee in 2010 was 32, and the so-called "BEST organizations"—last year's 32 BEST Award winners—averaged 56 hours of learning per employee in 2010. In other words, organizations that take people development seriously provide more time for formal learning.One of the biggest challenges for people in today's business environment is setting aside the time needed to participate in learning. This is where I believe formal development at corporate universities and business schools continues to play a crucial role. Taking people out of the office and providing them with development time in a safe environment enables them to experiment with new ideas and concepts, practice skills in simulations, develop solutions for existing business issues, reflect on their performance and that of their team, and turn their learning into new behaviors and actions.Conversations with L&D leaders from different companies in countries around the world have proved that many still value a formal, structured approach to learning. People want to know what is required to develop certain capabilities and want to be provided with the means to acquire those high-performance skills. This also is true of knowledge-driven organizations, and is one reason why Deloitte has made a $300 million investment in Deloitte University in Dallas.It is important that formal learning solutions always are designed to improve the capabilities of people and enhance the performance of the organization. It is a best practice to blend formal with informal learning solutions to achieve this goal.Informal learningSince people spend most of their time in the workplace, it is critical to learn on the job. This informal learning can be defined as semistructured or unstructured learning that is driven by the daily L&D needs of employees, and occurs spontaneously on the job through problem solving, interaction with colleagues, and use of the Internet.Informal learning has its theoretical roots in constructivism and is not prescriptive, but it is an example of self-directed learning. Informal learning accounts for a surprising 70 percent to 90 percent of all the learning that takes place in organizations. There are three different approaches to informal learning, as shown in the framework.Career-driven learning. Most learning takes place when people move into different roles or work on new projects that challenge them to work with new teams in a different context and with different goals. As a result, people move outside their comfort zone into a new area—"the learning zone." It is quite effective if these experiences are supported by on-the-job coaching and mentoring, and supplemented with formal classroom learning programs (for example, learning programs on managing people, leading change, and executive MBA modules on various topics).On-demand learning. People are looking daily for knowledge and information that helps them to perform in their jobs. The Internet, search engines, electronic performance support systems, and the growth of mobile computing provides people with 24/7 access to rich content at their fingertips, enabling them to fill knowledge gaps.A major challenge for many people is information overload and the fact that it is difficult to find what you need. As a result, people waste time searching and surfing different internal portals. Therefore, L&D functions need to design learning platforms that provide a personalized view on learning and are supported by social media features (for example, rated, recommended content) and up-to-date and relevant learning content.Social learning. People do learn from other people in both formal and informal learning. Social learning refers to Albert Bandura's theory that indicates that people learn most effectively when they interact with others about a given topic. A 2001 study from the Harvard School of Education reinforced this theory and showed that students who studied in groups were more engaged in their studies, were better prepared for class, and learned significantly more than students who worked on their own.The term "social learning" also is used frequently in the context of social media and web 2.0 technologies. I have defined social learning as "the interaction between two or more people utilizing social media and/or other collaborative technologies to facilitate exchanges in knowledge acquisition."AdvertisementSocial learning is characterized by interactive collaboration and iterative knowledge creation stimulated by cycles of sharing and feedback. Examples of social learning applications include serious gaming and simulations, online communities, wikis and blogs, social networking and expert directories, microsharing and tweet chats, interactive video, and crowdsourcing.



Develop sound partnerships

• Identify where your (SME) Subject 
Matter Experts are

• How accessible are the resources

• How economical are the resources

• Mutual benefits 

• Can we sustain the effort over a long 
period

• Can we grow to meet future needs

LEARNING RESOURCES 
PARTNERSHIPS



TRAINING VS LEARNING

“SMOOTH SEAS DO NOT MAKE SKILLFUL SAILORS.” 
AFRICAN PROVERB



TRAINING VS LEARNING 

TRAINING

Employer contracts training

Quality Training – Low Impact

Used to solve problems 

Requires trainer, instructors, 
managers

Centralized, departmentalized

Focused on delivery and attendance

ADDING VALUE TO YOUR TRAINING – GETTING RESULTS
LEARNING 

Employer allows time for learning everyday

Less development - High Value

Smarter, mobile, more agile, prevention

Utilizes trainers but learning resides within the 
employees, enhances on-the-job learning

Sharing knowledge among employees/teams

Results matter



Tree Care Company – Public Works

• How can we use this partnership in a 
training scenario?

• How can we use this partnership in a 
learning scenario?

• Where is the value for each partner?
• City/County
• Townsend

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we use this partnership in a training scenario?A-Hire Townsend to train our crew – tell how they do itHow can we use this partnership in a learning scenario?A- Have one of my crew shadow with theirsWhere is the value for each partner?City/County – develop good safety techniques with local businessTownsend – Help community – Maybe get safe overnight parkingCan you think of a similar “Learning Style Partnership” you might use?A – HMA certification



Truck Dealership – Public Works

• How can we use this partnership in a 
training scenario?

• How can we use this partnership in a 
learning scenario?

• Where is the value for each partner?
• City/County
• Truck Dealership

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we use this partnership in a training scenario?A-Have dealership come in to train our crew – pass along their knowledgeHow can we use this partnership in a learning scenario?A- Have one of my technicians spend a week at the dealership shadowing with their techniciansWhere is the value for each partner?A - City/County – develop good safety techniques with local businessA - Dealership – Help community – Maybe get an opportunity to show the customer why they are a reliable dealershipCan you think of a similar “Learning Style Partnership” you might use?A – HMA certification



Public Works – Public Works

• How can we use this partnership in a 
training scenario?

• How can we use this partnership in a 
learning scenario?

• Where is the value for each partner?
• City/County
• City/County/D.O.T.

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM #3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we use this partnership in a training scenario?A-Have dealership come in to train our crew – pass along their knowledgeHow can we use this partnership in a learning scenario?A- Have one of my technicians spend a week at the dealership shadowing with their techniciansWhere is the value for each partner?A - City/County – develop good safety techniques with local businessA - Dealership – Help community – Maybe get an opportunity to show the customer why they are a reliable dealershipCan you think of a similar “Learning Style Partnership” you might use?A – HMA certification



Can you think of a similar “Learning Style 
Partnership” you might use?

• Asphalt paving

• Concrete repairs

• Culvert replacement

• Anti-Icing

• Snowplow operator peer exchange

• Snowplow roadeo

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
IDEAS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we use this partnership in a training scenario?A-Have dealership come in to train our crew – pass along their knowledgeHow can we use this partnership in a learning scenario?A- Have one of my technicians spend a week at the dealership shadowing with their techniciansWhere is the value for each partner?A - City/County – develop good safety techniques with local businessA - Dealership – Help community – Maybe get an opportunity to show the customer why they are a reliable dealershipCan you think of a similar “Learning Style Partnership” you might use?A – HMA certification



• Those who are prepared and have a 
training plan may see less impact

• Develop a CDL program similar to 
police academy or fire academy

• Recruit from Industry and other 
departments, become competitive

• Retention of current drivers, career 
development, advancement and exit 
interviews   

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
CHANGES TO CDL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich



CDL driver training – look for new 
drivers in new places

• Career fares
• Local Industry that is 

withdrawing
• Recruit statewide or nationally, 

offer moving assistance
• Look at different demographics 

for talent

TRAINING VS LEARNING 
CHANGES TO CDL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich



DEVELOPING A LEARNING PLAN

“IT DOES NOT DO TO LEAVE A LIVE DRAGON OUT OF YOUR CALCULATIONS, IF 
YOU LIVE NEAR HIM.”

J.R.R. TOLKIEN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich & Scott



Passive learning
• Traditional Classroom - Instructor lead
• Workshops - Conferences  - Seminars
• *Asynchronous online learning

Active learning
• Blended learning
• eLearning - Micro-learning
• On Demand Learning
• Career-driven learning
• Social learning

TYPES OF LEARNING TO 
INCLUDE IN YOUR PLAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formal learningFormal learning is structured, curriculum-driven, and role- or level-based learning that is formulated by an organization. In other words, the organization determines what kind of learning needs to be completed by people during a specific timeframe to develop identified competencies.Informal learningSince people spend most of their time in the workplace, it is critical to learn on the job. This informal learning can be defined as semistructured or unstructured learning that is driven by the daily L&D needs of employees, and occurs spontaneously on the job through problem solving, interaction with colleagues, and use of the Internet.Informal learning has its theoretical roots in constructivism and is not prescriptive, but it is an example of self-directed learning. Informal learning accounts for a surprising 70 percent to 90 percent of all the learning that takes place in organizations. There are three different approaches to informal learning, as shown in the framework.Career-driven learning. (Career Change) Most learning takes place when people move into different roles or work on new projects that challenge them to work with new teams in a different context and with different goals. As a result, people move outside their comfort zone into a new area—"the learning zone." It is quite effective if these experiences are supported by on-the-job coaching and mentoring, and supplemented with formal classroom learning programs (for example, learning programs on managing people, leading change, and executive MBA modules on various topics).On-demand learning. LTAP Direct – Micro learning---People are looking daily for knowledge and information that helps them to perform in their jobs. The Internet, search engines, electronic performance support systems, and the growth of mobile computing provides people with 24/7 access to rich content at their fingertips, enabling them to fill knowledge gaps.Social learning. People do learn from other people in both formal and informal learning. Social learning refers to Albert Bandura's theory that indicates that people learn most effectively when they interact with others about a given topic. A 2001 study from the Harvard School of Education reinforced this theory and showed that students who studied in groups were more engaged in their studies, were better prepared for class, and learned significantly more than students who worked on their own.Social learning is characterized by interactive collaboration and iterative knowledge creation stimulated by cycles of sharing and feedback. Examples of social learning applications include serious gaming and simulations, online communities, wikis and blogs, social networking and expert directories, microsharing and tweet chats, interactive video, and crowdsourcing.ReferencesTD MagazineDesigning Learning for a 21st Century WorkforceNick-vanDamBy Nick DamAbout the AuthorNick DamNick van Dam is an internationally recognized consultant, author, speaker, and thought leader. He is a director and chief learning officer in global talent for Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited. He also is founder and chairman of the e-Learning for Kids Foundation, which provides children with free digital education globally (www.e-learningforkids.org).



1. Formal 
learning

2. Traditional 
Training



1. LTAP Direct
2. YouTube



1. Asynchronous 
On-line 
Learning   

2. Blended       
E-Learning



1. Hands-on 
learning

2. Skills 
Demonstrations



Certification Courses:

• Project Management (2018)

• HMA Field Supervisor (2020)

• Chip Seal Certification (2021)

INDIANA LTAP
LEARNING PLAN



eLearning

INDIANA LTAP
LEARNING PLAN

E-learning Course Examples:

• New Employee Onboarding (2019)

• New Manager/First Time Manager 
(2020)

• Salt Spreader Calibration       
(2020)

Blended E-learning Examples:

• Asset Management/PASER 
Training/Certification (2016)

• Temporary Traffic Control (2019)

• Indiana LTAP Snowplow Driver 
Certification (2021)



EXAMPLE LEARNING PLAN
PUBLIC WORKS TRAINING PLAN 2020

Result of Training Certifications Recertification
LEARNING PLANNING/LOGISTICS

Date Audience Proposed Training Learning Objective Description Location Materials Coordinator Trainer/Instructor Who Will Attend Cost Type Learning Status

Wednesday, April 18, 2020
Management, Field Crew and 
crew leaders

Chain Saw Operation and 
Safety

Safe Operation, Reduce 
Fatigue, Reduce Injury

Training will be 4 hours. 
2 hours classroom, 2 
hours in the field PW Yard

Need 4 Chain Saws, complete 
safety gear kits, handouts 
printed, checklist printed, 
projector, podium Safety Team Leader Arborist Skills

Operators, Mechanics, 
Foreman, Laborers $1,250.00Formal Complete

25% fewer Accidents 
then 5 years ago 
before training 
began

Monday, May 7, 2020 Winter Maintenance Team
APWA North American 
Snow Conference

Improve Winter 
Maintenance Activities

Multiple winter 
maintenance related 
training sessions/topics

Indianapolis 
Convention Center

Notebooks, pens, registration, 
out of town personal items PW Director Several

Public Works leadership, 
Supervisor, Foreman, Select 
crew $2,750.00Formal In Progress

Use 15% less Salt, 
Improve LOS, 35% 
less Waste of salt, 
23% less Overtime

Winter 
Supervisor 
Course 
Completed by 
15 staff

Tuesday, May 22, 2020 Drivers/Operators Snowplow Certification
Annual Operator 
Certification

On-line test preparation 
course PW Main Office None

Maintenance 
Supervisor On-Line Course All new drivers $350.00Formal Scheduled

Wednesday, June 6, 2020 Administrative Staff Annual GIS User Training Ho to use GIS tools

In House Training on GIS 
system from ARC GIS 
Team PW Main Office None GIS Coordinator

ARC GIS Company 
Trainer

GIS Staff, Office Staff, 
Supervisors $0.00Informal Scheduled

Wednesday, July 18, 2020 Mechanics
Brake Inspection and 
Replacement Training

Improve knowledge on 
Truck Braking Systems, 
servicing and 
replacement

Instruction on new 
braking systems

PW Maintenance 
Yard

Truck #103, #136 and new 
brake parts, tools Shop Manager Asbestos Rep All Mechanics $0.00Informal Scheduled

Thursday, August 9, 2020 Mechanics New Carbide Plow Blades 
Learn about new 
Carbide Plow Blades 

Instruction and Demo on 
new Carbide Plow 
blades

PW Maintenance 
Yard Truck #99 With plow mounted Shop Manager Jomar Rep All Mechanics - All Drivers $0.00Informal Scheduled

Wednesday, October 10, 2020 Drivers/Operators Snowplow Safety
Annual Snowplow safety 
training

Instructor will cover 
several safety topics in 
snowplowing City Event Center Notebooks, pens 

Maintenance 
Supervisor LTAP Trainer

Supervisors - All Mechanics -
All Drivers $0.00Formal/informal Scheduled



LEARNING TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE

NO ONE WHO EVER BOUGHT A DRILL WANTED A DRILL. THEY WANTED A HOLE.

IT’S THE TASK THAT MATTERS.
PERRY MARSHALL



• Achieve results quicker and waste less time 
with unnecessary training

• Experience higher employee engagement, 
retention, productivity and performance.

• Resources for managers to use in coaching and 
developing their employees

• Public works employees tools to refine their 
skills and grow in your department

SKILLS ASSESSMENT

Edwin Learning, LLC – John Ryynanen 
https://www.gallup.com/cliftonstrengths/en/252137/home.aspx

https://www.gallup.com/cliftonstrengths/en/252137/home.aspx


• Indiana LTAP’s new learning 
management system is currently under 
development

• 1st phase will be complete in early 2020 

• 2nd phase to include eLearning capacity 
for continuing education and onboarding 
functions

• Will include a repository for your 
individual educational activity  

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b2582347-fa43-405a-67e8-
2893b9f860c1-c469/screen/964bedf3-84d1-4f28-af02-
7586f7ee7bdd/Upcoming-Events?fullscreen&hints=off

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b2582347-fa43-405a-67e8-2893b9f860c1-c469/screen/964bedf3-84d1-4f28-af02-7586f7ee7bdd/Upcoming-Events?fullscreen&hints=off


• Learning delivered right to your phone –
on demand – in the field

• Technical, roadway safety, workforce 
development

• Maintenance and operational tips from the 
pro’s

• News and updates at your fingertips
• Tailgate safety talks
• LTAP “Tech Talks” 

LTAP DIRECT - MICROLEARNING IN THE WORKFORCE



ACTION ITEMS FOR TODAY

1. ASSESS YOUR WORKFORCE – SKILLS GAP ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING 
NEEDS 

2. DEFINE THE NEED – WHAT AREAS DO WE NEED TO IMPROVE
3. MAKE LOTS OF FRIENDS – WHO WILL I CALL, WHO HAS A SIMILAR NEED
4. GET CREATIVE – FIND PARTNERS THAT ARE INSPIRED TO “JUMP IN” AND HELP
5. NO KIDDING – CREATE A LEARNING PLAN, AND MAKE IT A PART OF YOUR 

ANNUAL REPORTING TO YOUR PUBLIC WORKS BOARD



THANK YOU!
3000 Kent Ave Ste. C2-118

West Lafayette, IN 47906
765.494.2164

800.428.7639 (Toll Free)

765.496.1176 (FAX)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich & Scott
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